
Womens Early Risers - daily at 0830 ET

REACHING OUT TO NEWCOMERS
JACQUE T - OCT 2023



CHAIR/CO-HOSTS



Welcome (everyone) as 
they enter the meeting 
before 0830 ET

WELCOME UPON ENTERING



- anyone new encouraged to unmute and 
introduce themself 

- first 90 days  

- ask if anyone is struggling 

- secretary report - Newcomer Welcome 
Pack in our google doc 

- WhatsApp chat 

- share phone numbers in chat toward 
end of meeting 

- 15 min after meeting is dedicated to 
newcomers

MEETING FORMAT
WOMENS EARLY RISERS 0830 ET



NEWCOMER DIGITAL 
RESOURCE

AVAILABLE ON OUR GOOGLE DRIVE



 
Newcomers Digital Resource 

Dear Friend, 

Thank you for your interest in Alcoholics Anonymous. Below are links to A.A. literature that explain our 
recovery Program and gives a general idea of how A.A. works. You will see that the first and most 
important step in our program is admission by the alcoholic that he or she is powerless over alcohol, 
and that life has become unmanageable. It is often helpful for the alcoholic to talk with an A.A. 
member, because it may make it easier to understand the nature of the illness, and to accept A.A. help. 
  
Alcoholics Anonymous is a program of a new way of life without alcohol, a program that is working 
successfully for millions of men and women throughout the world, and in all walks of life. The 
experience of A.A. members is that alcoholism is a progressive illness that cannot be cured, but which, 
like some other illnesses, can be arrested—by staying away from the first drink, one day at a time. 

In Love and Service 
[Group or Committee Name] 
 
The Big Book: 

➢ PDF: https://www.aa.org/pages/en_US/alcoholics-anonymous  
➢ Audible: https://www.aa.org/pages/en_US/alcoholics-anonymous-audio-version  
➢ **Not available on new site***ASL: https://www.aa.org/pages/en_US/alcoholics-anonymous-asl 

Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions: 

➢ PDF: https://www.aa.org/pages/en_US/twelve-steps-and-twelve-traditions 
➢ Audible: https://www.aa.org/pages/en_US/twelve-steps-and-twelve-traditions 
➢ **Not available on new site***ASL: https://www.aa.org/pages/en_US/twelve-steps-and-

twelve-traditions-asl 

Select Pamphlets 

➢ “A Newcomer Asks” (PDF): https://www.aa.org/assets/en_US/aa-literature/p-24-a-newcomer-asks  
➢ “Frequently Asked Questions about A.A.” (PDF): https://www.aa.org/assets/en_US/p-2_faqAboutAA.pdf  



WOMENS EARLY RISERS  
DAILY AT 0830 ET

Zoom ID: 693 062 1667  |  passcode: ea$yDoesIt


